Luminous SCience :
Final project for unit
In the final project for the Luminous Science curriculum, students will
build lanterns that model the garden and help them better
understand their ongoing experiments to answer their investigation
questions. Additionally, students will share their findings from their
investigations and share how their lantern played a role in that
process.
Before completing this final project in the classroom students should
feel comfortable with the technology, science, and art-making
practices that are critical to Luminous Science.
Teachers should make sure that they have developed a rubric (see
provided sample) for this project and that students have all of the
materials they need.

Examples of final lanterns created by Luminous Science
middle school (grades 7-8) students.
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Activity Instructions:
It is recommended to allow at least two weeks for this final project. Begin the final
project by providing a rubric and/or expectations.
Students should create a plan of action that includes who will be working on
what each day (see Student Planning Document example). Student
responsibilities might include: wiring the frame, papering, painting and waxing,
writing pseudocode for the lights, programming lights, putting lights in the
lantern, investigation, reflection on how the investigation and lantern are
connected, making a presentation to show what they found in their investigaton
and lantern combination.
Each day students should revisit their plan of action and ensure that they have a
plan for the next class period.
It is recommended to have a share out day for the class where half of class time
is spent sharing what they are making and how theri investigation is progressing.
During this time students might provide feedback to one another (see Peer
Feedback Forms example document)
It is also recommended to have a presentation at the end of the project. This
could take many forms such as a lantern show for friends/family/school, class
presentations on what they learned from the investigation and lantern, including
making an infographic of how their lantern reports on the garden.
Optional daily class activities might include: describing and/or debugging code
snippets (see Do Now Examples slides), garden observations, material reflections.

Materials list:

STandards:

Ensure that students have access
to all lantern making, gardening,
and technology tools for the
duration of this project.

This final project can cover a
wide range of standards
depending on the content of the
students’ project. All standards
covered in the core lessons
should also be covered by the
final project.
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